A Passion
and
Precision

for Beauty
*4»

At Ouellette* Cycles we build bicycles that are as pleasurable
to look at as they are to ride. We maintain the highest quality
standards in all aspects of our manufacturing.
Each custom built frame is designed from the ground up;
whether you are a serious racer, tourist or casual rider, we,
can build a bicycle perfectly suited to you. We combine your"
measurements and subjective comments with our ex
perience to create a bicycle that will compliment your
riding style and increase your riding efficiency. We balance
and refine our frame designs by selecting individual tubes
from our stock of Reynolds 531 double butted and taper
gauge cycle tubing. (Our tubing is specially ordered from TI
Reynolds and is not the standard configuration found in
boxed sets of Reynolds 531.)f
The tubing is cut and precisely machine mitered to insure
maximum strength joints. Each lug is fitted by hand to each
joint and the frame is placed in jigs designed and built at
Ouellette Cycles. The joints are brazed with high strength
nickel-silver alloy and allowed to cool slowly, protected
from drafts by an asbestos blanket. Brazing flux is
thoroughly washed from the joints and any excess brazing
alloy is carefully filed away. The frame is treated with
cleaning acids and rust preventives then finished with five^
coats of baked polyurethane enamel.
^pronounced: wal-let'
fColumbus, Tange and other tubing brands are also available.

A Ouellette bicycle reflects your individuality. We can per
sonalize your cycle with an endless variety of finishing
touches. We can custom cut and alter lugs, bottom brackets
and fork crowns. You can choose several plating finishes for
all or part of your frame. You can choose from over 100
colors to combine in stripes, panels or fades. We can alter,
refinish or engrave components. Each Ouellette Cycle is a
unique, signed original; a beautiful, functional work of art.

